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Turning her body slightly, Feng Qing sat in the man’s arms. In the past, it was always the man 

who took the initiative to pull her into his arms. Now, she had long developed a habit of being in the 

man’s arms whenever she had nothing to do. 

 

Feng Qing was just out of the shower. Water vapor lingered and her fragrance wafted through 

the air. Xie Jiuhan greedily inhaled Feng Qing’s fragrance and enjoyed the warmth between the two of 

them. 

 

“Are you angry?” Feng Qing asked. 

 

“What do you mean?” Xie Jiuhan asked. 

 

Feng Qing took a deep breath and said, “Duke Raymond!” 

 

Xie Jiuhan’s lips curled up slightly. He said disdainfully, “That idiot isn’t worthy of making me 

angry.” 

 

Feng Qing heaved a sigh of relief. She was also very surprised. She did not expect that Duke 

Raymond would confess to her and even did two extremely ridiculous things for her. However, she had 

only met Raymond once and did not understand how he fell for her. 

 

“Don’t worry, I will reject Raymond.” Feng Qing said. 

 



Xie Jiuhan’s expression turned cold. His entire body exudes an aura like an avalanche. His pair of 

good-looking eagle eyes seemed to be able to shoot out countless ice shards. 

 

“You still want to see that idiot? Do you believe that I’ll make him disappear from this planet? 

You don’t have to care about this. I’ll handle it.” Xie Jiuhan said coldly. 

 

Seeing the man’s jealous look, Feng Qing chuckled and pressed her face against his chest. “Look 

at you. I’ve only met Raymond once and we’re not even close. Why are you so serious with him? You 

even asked Su Yu to prepare fireworks?” 

 

Xie Jiuhan’s expression turned even uglier. He was fuming at the mention of this. Be it the tulips 

or the fireworks, he was the one who had thought of it. In the end, it was all leaked to Raymond by Long 

Yuning. This made him hate her to the core. 

 

If not for the consideration of the business dealings between the F country’s royal family and 

the Xie Corporation, he would have brought people to chop Raymond into pieces right now. However, 

he did not want to start a war between the two countries because of this idiot Raymond. He was not 

afraid of war, but afraid that he would not have time to accompany Feng Qing. 

 

Of course, it was not impossible to kill Raymond. After all, this was Xia country. He had many 

ways to kill Raymond and find a scapegoat. 

 

“Little Jiu Jiu, what about the fireworks show you prepared for me?” Feng Qing asked sweetly. 

 

“I asked Su Yu to cancel it. I won’t repeat what others have done for you because I want to be 

your first forever.” Xie Jiuhan said. 

 

Feng Qing looked a little disappointed as she said, “Since it’s already prepared, let Su Yu set it 

off. Anyway, when I was in the dining room today, my back was facing the fireworks, so I didn’t watch it 

at all.” 

 



Xie Jiuhan frowned coldly. “Does that mean that you’re quite regretful?” 

 

Feng Qing was not afraid of him at all. She raised her head and said self-righteously, “That’s 

right. I didn’t see those fireworks at all, so Raymond doesn’t count as the first. Tonight, the fireworks 

show you prepared for me is the real first time!” 

 

Xie Jiuhan looked at Feng Qing, his throat rolling non-stop. He had to admit that Feng Qing’s 

words had moved him. At that time, Feng Qing had indeed had her back facing the fireworks, and she 

had not looked back the entire time. Therefore, even if Raymond released it, it would have been for 

nothing and all the money had been wasted. But if he were to release it, it would have to be bigger than 

the commotion Raymond caused. 

 

With a flash of inspiration, Xie Jiuhan asked, “Shall I bring you to Country J? There are still four 

hours until their country will launch a new nuclear bomb in the desert. It will definitely be better than 

fireworks!” 

 

Feng Qing : “…” 

 

What he said really suited this man’s character. Other than guns, his brain was filled with bombs 

every day. However, those were nuclear bombs, not fireworks. Was it okay to watch those things 

explode on the spot? 

 

Breaking free from the man’s embrace, Feng Qing yawned and said, “I’ll go to sleep first. 

Continue reading the confidential documents.” 

 

If she hoped this ice-cold man to be romantic, she might as well let March perform and roll. She 

really didn’t know what she was looking forward to. 

 

After Feng Qing left the study room, Xie Jiuhan loaded his Moonlight with bullets. He wished he 

could shoot Raymond’s head off. How dare he steal his woman, he was courting death. 

 



The night was filled with stars and the bright moon. 

 

In the long corridor of the Xie Manor, Feng Qing was wearing a set of cute pink pajamas.. She 

had gained weight recently, so she decided to walk back and forth before sleep to lose weight. 


